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PART I – OVERVIEW AND STATEMENT OF FACTS 

1. The Media Coalition Interveners are comprised of most of the major media publishers 

and broadcasters across Canada through newspapers, magazines, radio, television, internet and 

other new media.  The internet and the various forms of electronic distribution, such as 

computers, mobile applications, tablets, and smartphones, have quickly become the predominant 

method for many media outlets to inform their readers, viewers, and listeners.  But many media 

outlets continue to publish newspapers in hard copy, and broadcast through traditional radio and 

television signals.  

2. The decision of the Alberta Court of Appeal to grant an injunction ordering the Appellant 

to remove legally published information from its website discriminates against online publishers 

and sets an unreasonably low threshold for obtaining such an injunction.  In addition, due to the 

nature of internet publication, such an injunction is not effective in preventing publication of the 

information sought to be enjoined.  This Court should be wary of upholding injunctions that are 

not effective and may not be enforceable.       

3. The fact that new technologies such as the internet and online publication may allow for a 

publisher to edit the content of online stories, should not justify criminal charges or a mandatory 

injunction to remove or “unpublish” a previously published story, particularly when such 

sanctions infringe a media outlet’s freedom of expression rights under section 2(b) of the 

Charter.   

4. Different forms of media publications, whether online, in hard copy, or broadcast, should 

be treated in the same principled manner when determining if an injunction to “unpublish” 

should be granted in the face of a charge of criminal contempt.  This Court should take into 

account all of the relevant factors when fashioning the applicable test in these types of 

circumstances, particularly the form of publication; the nature of and public interest in the 

information sought to be “unpublished”; the meaning of the words in the Criminal Code

“published in any document or broadcast or transmitted in any way”; and the impact such an 

injunction would have on the important role that media outlets play in a democratic society.     
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5. In Canada (Human Rights Commission) v. Canadian Liberty Net,1 this Court has already 

set out the test to apply for injunctions that infringe free speech.  The Media Coalition agrees 

with the submissions of the Appellant that Canadian Liberty Test test is the appropriate one to 

apply when the Crown seeks an injunction to order the removal of information from a previously 

published story online.   

PART II – QUESTIONS IN ISSUE ON APPEAL 

6. The issue in this Appeal of interest to the Media Coalition is the proper legal test and 

analysis to apply when determining whether a media outlet is required, on an interlocutory basis, 

to remove or “unpublish” information from an online news story as a result of a publication ban 

that is ordered only after the information was first published online.   

7.   Any request for a mandatory injunction against a media outlet, requiring it to edit a 

previously published (and legal) news story, even on an interim basis, would have a serious 

impact on its freedom of expression rights under section 2(b) of the Charter.  Restricting a media 

outlet’s ability to fully report on the details related to criminal charges, or court proceedings 

generally, after it has already legally published such information, infringes the media’s freedom 

of the press rights under section 2(b).   

PART III – ARGUMENT 

A. Injunction Discriminates Against Online Publishers 

8. In the recent decision of John v. Ballingall, the Court of Appeal, relied on one of its 

earlier decisions, and found that the definition of “newspaper” in the Libel and Slander Act “is 

not restricted to physical paper.”  The Court noted that, “To hold otherwise would be to ignore 

principles of statutory interpretation, which are flexible enough to achieve the intent of the 

legislature in the context of evolving realities.”2

1 [1998] 1 SCR 626, 1998 CanLII 818 (SCC) 

2 John v. Ballingall, 2017 ONCA 579 (CanLII), at para. 23.  See also Weiss v. Sawyer (2002), 2002 CanLII 45064 (ON CA) 
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9. The same reasoning and treatment of media outlets in different formats (i.e. online vs. 

hard copy) should be equally applicable to publication bans.  For many years after their initial 

date of publication, traditional hard copy newspapers can be found in databases, libraries, and 

clipping services that collect and store such publications.  Despite the fact that such hard copies 

of newspapers can be read indefinitely, whether in their original format or on CD, hard drive, or 

microfiche, the Crown would not charge such a newspaper with contempt for publishing a story 

that identified a victim, who became subject to a publication subsequent to publication.   

10. The only reason to charge an online publisher with contempt after the date of publication 

and seek an injunction ordering the removal of the online content pending the outcome of the 

criminal charge is because the online publisher has the capability to edit an online story.  

Applying different standards based on the format of publication is unfair and cannot be justified 

on a principled legal basis.  As the Ontario Court of Appeal noted in Ballingall, “Now that 

newspapers are published and read online, it would be absurd to provide different regimes for 

print and online versions.”3

11. In a case that reversed an injunction ordering the removal of an online article on the basis 

of defamation, the Ontario Divisional Court noted that, “the fact that the alleged defamation took 

place on the Internet is not a justification for the breadth of the orders made by Himel J.”4  The 

Court concluded that, “The Internet should not be less free for expression than other media.  The 

Internet may present unique problems and unique challenges but its use does not and should not 

invite unwarranted restriction of freedom of expression.”5

12. Similarly, media outlets that publish news stories online should not invite unwarranted 

restrictions that cannot apply to their counterparts who may only publish hard copies.   

3 Ballingall,supra at para. 25 

4 Beidas v. Pichler (Legassé), 2008 CanLII 26255 (ON SCDC), at para. 50 

5 Ibid, at para. 54 
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13. The application of the legal test for mandatory injunctions to remove online information 

should be applied in a technologically neutral manner, which is consistent with legal principles 

in other contexts, as set down by this Court.  When interpreting provisions of the Copyright Act, 

this Court has stated the following: “The principle of technological neutrality is recognition that, 

absent parliamentary intent to the contrary, the Copyright Act should not be interpreted or 

applied to favour or discriminate against any particular form of technology.”6

14. In two other copyright cases, this Court has noted that the law should “apply equally 

between traditional and more technologically advanced forms of the same media,”7 allowing the 

relevant statute to “operate consistently, regardless of the form of media involved, or its 

technological sophistication.”8

15. The format of media or the fact that an online publisher can edit an online article does not 

provide a principled or proper basis for ordering an injunction to “unpublish” information.  

When considering the balance of convenience aspect of the injunction test, the Alberta Court of 

Appeal in the case at bar cited with approval the chambers judge’s comment that CBC, “would 

be little inconvenienced if ordered to comply with the publication ban.”  Similarly, this Court 

noted in the recent decision of Google Inc. v. Equustek Solutions Inc., another decision dealing 

with an interim injunction, that “Google did not suggest that it would be inconvenienced in any 

material way, or would incur any significant expense, in de-indexing the Datalink websites.”9

16. When freedom of expression rights under the Charter are at stake, such considerations 

should not play a part in determining whether an injunction should issue. 

B. Meaning of Criminal Code Wording Is Not Clear  

17. There is limited case law that assists a court in determining the meaning of the words, 

“shall not be published in any document or broadcast or transmitted in any way,” from section 

6 Canadian Broadcasting Corp. v. SODRAC 2003 Inc., [2015] 3 SCR 615, 2015 SCC 57 (CanLII), 

7 Entertainment Software Association v Society of Composers, Authors and Music Publishers of Canada, 2012 SCC 34 at para 5 

8 Society of Composers, Authors and Music Publishers of Canada v. Bell Canada, [2012] 2 SCR 326, 2012 SCC 36 (CanLII) 

9 Google Inc. v. Equustek Solutions Inc., 2017 SCC 34 (CanLII), at para. 50,  http://canlii.ca/t/h4jg2
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486.4 of the Criminal Code, and whether a news article that remains accessible on a media 

outlet’s online archives constitutes a breach of that wording.  Despite the lack of clarity in the 

law, the Crown chose to pursue a criminal charge of contempt, based on its own interpretation of 

that wording that it deems to be free from ambiguity.  As a result, the Crown must live with the 

high threshold and standard to obtain an interlocutory injunction that infringes free speech rights, 

as set out in Canadian Liberty Net.  The Crown chose not to bring a separate Application to 

determine the correct interpretation of section 486.4, which could have provided further evidence 

and a more nuanced approach to that key issue.  

18. The result of the criminal charge of contempt, in which the Appellant was acquitted, 

suggests that the Crown’s submissions on the within Appeal with respect to the meaning of the 

words “published in any document or broadcast or transmitted in any way” are not that clear. 

19. In support of its interpretation of the Criminal Code wording, the Crown also cites the 

Ontario Court of Appeal decision Shtaif v. Toronto Life Publishing Co. Ltd., which rejected the 

single publication rule for purposes of a defamation claim.   However, the reason why the Court 

of Appeal rejected the single publication rule in that case is because of the scope of potential 

harm that internet publication can cause to someone’s reputation.  It cited an earlier decision of 

the Court, Barrick Gold Corp. v. Lopehandia:  

At para. 34 Blair J.A. distinguished the publication of defamatory material on the 
internet from publication in the traditional media by ‘its potential to damage the 
reputation of individuals and corporations, by the features described above, 
especially its interactive nature, its potential for being taken at face value, and its 
absolute and immediate worldwide ubiquity and accessibility.10

20. The traditional interpretation of publish or transmit suggests that such an event is a one-

time occurrence fixed in time, not an ongoing event that recurs.   

21. In the United Kingdom, it is noteworthy that the limitation period for defamation claims 

is now one year from the date on which the cause of action accrued. The 2013Defamation Act

10 Shtaif v. Toronto Life Publishing Co. Ltd., 2013 ONCA 405 (CanLII), at para. 39.  see also Barrick Gold Corp. v. Lopehandia (2004), 2004 CanLII 12938 (ON CA), 71 O.R. 

(3d) 416 (C.A.) 
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establishes a single publication rule which prevents, amongst other things, indefinite liability for 

online publications, including internet archives.  

22. Similarly, most state courts in the U.S. follow the single publication rule for online 

publications, which states that the limitation period starts to run on the initial date of publication, 

and does not continuously renew every time someone clicks on the link to an online story11

23. In light of the ambiguity of the meaning of the Criminal Code wording, as well as the 

Albert Court of Queen’s Bench acquittal of the Appellant on the contempt charge, injunctions 

that undermine the important role that the media play in a democratic society, and infringe on the 

media’s freedom of expression rights under section 2(b) of the Charter, must meet a high 

threshold.  The Crown must establish to a high degree of certainty that a media outlet will be 

found guilty of contempt of court before an interlocutory injunction should issue.  Ambiguity in 

the meaning of the Criminal Code wording cannot provide such certainty.     

24. This Court confirmed in Canadian Liberty Net, that the strict test for obtaining an 

interlocutory injunctions in defamation cases also applies in cases dealing with freedom of 

expression in contexts outside of defamation.  As Justice Sharpe of the Ontario Court of Appeal 

notes in his treatise, Injunctions and Specific Performance, and cited with approval in Canadian 

Liberty Net, “There is a significant public interest in the free and uncensored circulation of 

information and the important principle of freedom of the press to be safeguarded.”  Therefore, 

injunctions that restrain freedom of the press should only be granted in the “rarest and clearest of 

cases.”12

25. The English Court of Appeal has explained the rationale for the applicable test for an 

interlocutory injunction when free speech issues are at stake as follows: 

11 For example, see Firth v. The State of New York, 184 Misc. 2d 105, 706 N.Y.S 2d 835 (N.Y. Crt. of Claims, March 8, 2000), aff'd., 731 N.Y.S. 2d 244 (N.Y. App. Div., 2001). 

For each state, see  http://www.dmlp.org/legal-guide/statute-limitations

12 Injunctions and Specific Performance (2nd ed. 1992 (loose-leaf)), at paras. 5.40-5.70 (pp. 5.2-5.4) 
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From the earliest days of the courts' consideration of their power to grant interlocutory 
relief in libel cases they seem to have been guided by two associated notions, one of high 
principle and one of principle and practicality. The first is the importance of protecting 
the individual's right to free speech. The second is an acknowledgment that the judges 
should not, save in the clearest case, usurp the jury's role by restraining at the 
interlocutory stage publication of a statement that the jury might later find to be no libel 
or true or otherwise defensible. Sometimes the second notion is expressed in the form 
that a judge should not interfere at the interlocutory stage unless the evidence before him 
so clearly establishes a culpable libel that he is confident that he would have to set aside a 
contrary verdict of the jury as perverse.13

26. The applicable standard and test for a mandatory interlocutory injunction that requires a 

media outlet to “unpublish” or remove information from an online news story, after it was 

already published legally, based on allegations of violating a publication ban, should be the same 

high threshold as an injunction to restrain alleged defamatory publications. 

27. A publication ban imposed after the fact could unfairly require media outlets to monitor 

and be aware of developments (i.e. publication bans) in court proceedings that they may not be 

following or covering.  Otherwise, media outlets could be at risk of contempt charges and a 

mandatory injunction to edit or unpublish their news stories.  This poses an unreasonable risk 

and burden on media outlets.    

C. Impact on Role of Media 

28. The approach taken by the Alberta Court of Appeal in this case highlights the significant 

impact that the test for an interlocutory injunction can have on members of the Media Coalition.  

If a media outlet is required to remove or “unpublish” information from an online story as a 

result of an interlocutory injunction in aid of a criminal prosecution for violating a publication 

ban, but the media outlet is ultimately acquitted of that charge, it will not be able to republish the 

information that was removed because that would involve publishing the information after the 

date of the publication ban.  Such publication would violate the publication ban 

order.  Therefore, an interlocutory injunction effectively achieves the result sought in the 

13 Holley v. Smyth, [1998] 1 ALL ER 853 at 862 (CA Eng) 
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criminal charge – removal of the information from the online story – regardless of whether the 

media outlet is found in contempt.  Such a result (which occurred in the facts of the case at bar) 

is obviously troublesome for the Media Coalition.   

29. The effect of “unpublishing” or deleting online information is to erase the public record 

of what has been published.  Such a result would diminish the transparency and credibility that 

media outlets have with their readers.  Media outlets have a responsibility to readers and the 

public record generally to ensure that citizens, historians, and researchers can access the public 

record as it was published. Removing content from a story is effectively erasing online history.  

30. When a media outlet publishes a story about someone convicted of a criminal offence and 

the person successfully appeals that conviction or the criminal record is later expunged, the 

original story may no longer be accurate, but it is not removed from online archives.  It remains 

online as part of the public record.  

31. Another concern for the Media Coalition is the burden and obligations that an injunction 

to “unpublish” information could impose on media outlets.  When a media outlet publishes or 

broadcasts news stories online, it is common for those stories to be republished by third parties. 

Most members of the Media Coalition license their news stories to third parties, including online 

publishers and broadcasters.  In addition, news stories by media outlets are often re-posted and 

re-published by individuals on social media websites, such as Facebook and Twitter, as well as 

individual blogs, over which media outlets typically have no control.   

32. If a media outlet is ordered to remove information from a story it has published, as a 

result of a mandatory injunction, the Alberta Court of Appeal decision in the case at bar makes it 

difficult to know where media outlets should draw the line -- where do their obligation end vis-à-

vis third party publishers?  Do media outlets have any obligation to notify third parties of the 

injunction or ensure compliance by third parties with the injunction terms?  Does it make a 

difference if a media outlet explicitly licenses content to a third party that is under a publication 

ban?   
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33. The lack of a principled approach by the Court of Appeal in ordering the injunction  

undermines the effectiveness of the injunction.  It is impossible for a media outlet to identify all 

of the online locations that a particular news story has been reproduced or republished by third 

parties around the world.  If a mandatory injunction to remove information online cannot be 

enforced with any degree of certainty and there is no realistic prospect of preventing the harm 

sought by the injunction, then the utility of such an injunction must be questioned, particularly 

when it involves free speech issues.         

34. The Crown suggests that editing the online article by the Appellant is a simple task, but 

anyone who re-published that same information or story could also be subject to sanctions under 

the injunction, and could require media outlets and others to monitor court proceedings and be 

aware of publication bans that are only ordered after the initial date of publication of a story.   

35. If a publication ban is imposed over the identity of an individual or other information, 

after a media outlet has already legally and properly published that information, what obligation 

does a media outlet have to continually monitor any court proceedings related to that individual 

or information? Information that was properly and legally published could suddenly become 

illegal and subject to injunctive relief, with no intervening act by the media outlet and no 

notice to the media (if it is a mandatory publication ban and not discretionary). 

36. An injunction against a single media outlet, which has limited or no control over third 

parties who repost, republish and reuse online news stories, will not accomplish the goal of 

preventing publication of information, after the information has been published online.  An 

injunction that cannot be enforced should not be countenanced by a Court.  

37. There are numerous examples of when individuals could be identified before a 

publication ban is ordered.  A victim of a crime who is a youth may be identified before charges 

are laid under the Youth Criminal Justice Act, or a missing person could be identified and later 

found out to be the victim of a sexual assault and subject to a publication ban.  
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38. It is not realistic or reasonable for media outlets to monitor that information or

subsequent court proceedings for publication bans.

PART IV - COSTS

39. The Media Coalition does not seek any costs and asks that no costs be awarded against it,

apart from payment of any added disbursements pursuant to Rule 59(1)(a) of the Rules of the

Supreme Court of Canada.

PART V — ORDER SOUGHT

40. The Media Coalition asks that the Order of the Court of Appeal be quashed and the

judgment of the Queen's Bench of Alberta be affirmed.

L OF WHICH IS RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED

D r E AT Toronto, Ontario, this 31st day of August, 2017

Iai A.C. MacKinnon
Co nsel for the Interveners Media Coalition
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